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RISE AGAIN  -  A pizza dough brand, made from breweries biggest food waste, spent 

grain.  The brand uses the circular nature of beer caps and pizza to create its signiture 

branding, aimed at combating food waste and promote sustainability. 



RISE AGAIN  -  Packaging



RISE AGAIN  -  Poster In-Situ



RISE AGAIN  -  Poster



RISE AGAIN  -  Fresh pizza packaging



RISE AGAIN  -  Instagram 



RISE AGAIN  -  Coaster design - Tote design - T-Shirt design



WINE FAIR POSTER  -  A visual connection project, combining wine and the fairground. 

Using the connection between hanging wine glasses and the hanging swing ride at the fair to 

create a simple combination of the two ideas. 



MUSHROOM KETCHUP  -  A Rebrand of Geo Watkins, mushroom ketchup.

Designed in a boxing theme to reflect how the sauce ‘packs a punch’ to any dish its added to.



MUSHROOM KETCHUP  -  Packaging



MUSHROOM KETCHUP  -  Tea towel - Apron



MUSHROOM KETCHUP  -  Instagram - Online Recipe

PACKED
WITH

NATURES
FINEST 

GIVE THE OL’

NEW RECIPE
ALERT!!

ONE, TWO
AND THE

GLOVES

ARE ON!



LA NOTA  -  Alcohol branding of patxaran a popular drink in the Basque country. The 

packaging is inspired by pianos its music sheets, due to my grandfather being a famous and 

reknowned piano teacher for the whole region.



U  -  A flavourful non alcoholic beverage, that repels alcohol cravings while nourishing your 

body. Insight led from the unhealthy increase of alcohol consumption during lockdown. 

Designed with magnet imagery to represent the innate pull to be a better U.



U  -  Packaging



U  -  Billboard In Situ



U  -  Billboard Flat



U  -  Poster Flat + In Situ



U  -  Poster + In Shop Layout



U  -  Poster Flat + In Situ Packaging 



U  -  Instagram


